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KONWTT
KONČAR Wireless Temperature Transmitter is a
battery powered microprocessor-controlled device
for temperature sensing of oil & gas facilities and
part of our wireless monitoring eco-system.
KONWTT monitors temperature and transmits data
to the central system. Data is being sent over 2,4
GHz wireless radio link to Access Point(s).
KONWTT provides straightforward temperature
monitoring functionality. In addition to temperature
information, KONWTT transmits battery condition
status, time tag of measurement and different
configurable alarms.

Designed for harsh climatic conditions and hazardous
environment with ATEX certificate, KONWTT is battery
powered microprocessor-controlled device. High level
of quality manufacturing and industrial hardware designs
ensures high reliability and endurance. All KONWTT
parameters can be set over the air (OTA). Measurement
and transmit intervals are configurable and undependable
of each other allowing better control over achieving desired
alarm monitoring interval.
KONWTT sends measurement data frame on every UI
(Update Interval) as defined for each device in central
network management system (RPMA Network Control,
Management & Security Services).

Built around RPMA (Random Phase Multiple Access)
wireless technology patented by On-Ramp Wireless,
KONWTT device integrates high reliability with long range
wireless networking capabilities. Random Phase Multiple
Access is a wireless inovation for wide-area M2M
communication.
KONWTT as part of On-Ramp Total Reach Network
powered by RPMA with -142 dBm receive sensitivity and
172 dB of link-budget makes ideal solution for efficient,
long range wireless connection and temperature monitoring
of your wellhead or other temperature sensitive
equipment/facilities.
There are two versions available. First one with sensing
probe and another one, non-intrusive version. Non-intrusive
version is intended for use in locations where there is no
possibility to install version with probe. Measurement of
the non-intrusive version is based on the resistance
thermometer element.
TM

Highlights
- 2,4 GHz ORW radio
- long life battery powered (low power consumption)
- long range connectivity
- industrial grade reliability
- undependable configurable measurement and
transmit intervals

Technical data
Temperature transmitter specification
- Measurement element
measuring resistor
- Temperature measurement:
-50°C – 150°C class B (according IEC60751)
-50°C – 250°C class B (according IEC60751)
- Temperature measurement range for non-intrusive version:
-50°C – 250°C class A (according IEC60751)
-200°C – 400°C class B (according IEC60751)
- Process connection
1/2’’ NPT male
- Measurement interval
5, 12, 24, 60 minutes
- Configuration and diagnostics
YES, remote and local (serial)
- Weight
1,6 kg
General
- Operating temperature
- Ex type of protection
- Ingress protection

-30°C to 70°C
II 1/2G Ex ia/d IIC T6
II 2G Ex d iam IIC T6 Gb *
IP66

primary
D
Li-SOCI2
19 Ah
3,6 V
>1 year

Transmitted information
- Temperaure
- Battery
- Battery condition
- Time Tag
- Alarms

Measured temperaure value
Measured battery voltage
Good, Warning, Low
Measurement time stamp
Active alarm indicators

Alarms
- OVER (Temperaure)
- UNDER (Temperaure)
- ROC (Temperaure)
- FAULT (Temperaure)
- T_OVER (Environment)
- BATLOW (Battery)

Temperaure above HIGH threshold
Temperaure below LOW threshold
Temperaure Rate-Of-Change to high
Temperaure sensor failure
Device temperaure above operating
threshold
Battery below LOW threshold
* non-intrusive version
** depends on legislation
*** depends on transmitting interval
and RF conditions
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Communication interface (radio)
- Frequency
2,4 GHz, free spectrum
- Bandwidth
1 MHz
- Receiver sensitivity
-142 dBm
- Transmit power **
10 mW to 1 W
- Average transmission range
up to 10 km
- Communication type
duplex

Battery power supply
- Type
- Size
- Chemistry
- Capacity
- Voltage
- Expected lifetime ***

II 1/2G Ex ia/d IIC T6
II 2G Ex d iam IIC T6 Gb
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